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Dear Fellow Collector,
Dear reader of the PLUMB BOB NEWS,
As always, I am searching for new material and information associated with plumb bobs.
Please feel free to share new photos, catalogs, articles or stories of a personal nature.
I welcome input from fellow collectors!
Wolf
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INTRODUCTION

Below some photos (EBAY) from a combination
plumb bob that I never saw again. In the cross on
top we find a vial (bubble level).

In this newsletter I will look back until 1998. My
friend Riccardo Chetoni in Pisa, Italy is
collecting much longer plumb bobs than I do.
He gave me long time ago his archives (stored
files) where he saved nearly all EBAY auctions
with plumb bobs since 1998. When I started
collecting I overtook this work from him,
beginning in 2003. I looked at these pictures one
by one and selected for you 70 to 100 per year.
The problem was to select a few only from up to
4500 pictures/year. This mass of information is
too big for showing them detailed. So I made a
contact sheet with 35 photos/page and 2 or 3
sheet per year. Hope they are big enough for you
to see the shape. If you want to know more
about them or need a better picture, feel free
to ask. Some of these selected (shapes, names or
types that I saw not very often or never again)
plumb bobs I will present with additional
information. For me it was very interesting to
look back 15 years because I started collecting
plumb bobs later. I found in the EBAY auction
plumb bobs that I have seen later in collections
of friends. I hope you will enjoy also seeing this
wide field of shapes, types and makers of plumb
bobs. Perhaps one of these is now in YOUR
COLLECTION.
Riccardo, thank you for sharing the information
with the plumb bob collector’s community.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de

In addition to this main chapter I will show you
in this newsletter some tools and communication
from my daily work.
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In the free space on the pages I show details of
some plumb bobs with bigger photos.
Nearly about all of the shown plumb bobs,
especially the technical ones you will find more
information
on
my
web
site
www.plumbbobcollectors.info
Visit it!

2.
PLUMB BOBS OFFERED ON EBAY
FROM 1998 to 2003 (selection).
Let’s start with 1998. Sorry that the titles of the
pictures sometimes are too long. I had no time
to modify all the given information and files.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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1998 SELECTION

This instrument below was used in
France by the surveyors to mark the
points at the ground.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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Figure left looks like a Canadian
HERCULES in a home-made wooden
box.
Set of 4 different sizes of HERCULES
see fig. right.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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1999 SELECTION

This plumb bob (fig. left) W.
T. Marshall is one of the two
(fig. right) that we know from
the MAKER in Christchurch
CHCH in New Zealand.
Shape similar, but other
marking and decoration.
plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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This ROLLS ROYCE RR 299 plumb bob (figs. below) reminds me of three RR marked plumb
bobs from the collection of Dick Jones in Wales (fig. right). More see newsletter 2010-06.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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2000 SELECTION

This patented chalk line (below) from my collection is the oldest
patented chalk line in the U.S.A. Pat # US 65057 J.W. CARTER May
28, 1867 (Exactly 147 years ago). Details in my newsletter 2008-11
History of the chalk lines worldwide. Fig. right another from brass.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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The SPOT-BOB (fig. below) has patent #
US2795053 from 1957. Inventor Robert
Wohlstrom, E. Hartford CT

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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2001 SELECTION

I could not find a patent for this
reel-bob. 11.13.1895 is not a
“patent-date” (Tuesday) in the US
Patent Office. No patent for F.G.
Fifield found. I have no idea why
you should use two spools for the
line. . Looks like home-made p b.
plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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This decorated plumb bob
from the UK weighs 40 oz.
plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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2002 SELECTION

Spool inside is marked
with a US patent date
July 13, 1869, but
nothing to find. Perhaps
a marked spool from
another machine was
used. Usually patent
information is OUTSIDE!

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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The FULLER inclinometer level
with plumb bob has patent #
US 370013 Sept. 18, 1887 and
US469132 1892.
More information in THE TOOL
SHED a Journal of Tool
Collecting published by CRAFTS
of New Jersey.
GRAVITY INCLINOMETERS by
Jim Gehring.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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2003 SELECTION

This is a combination
tool chalk line and
plumb bob. US patent #
316530 DOWNIE and
HARDIN April 28, 1885
exactly 130 years ago.
More see my Patent
Newsletters 2007-21
and 2007-42

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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2003 SELECTION

I found the HORSEFALL’S
patent US 813003
Feb. 20, 1906 ALINEMENT
OF SHAFTING. The function
of the two plumb bobs you
can see in the patent
drawing right.
plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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3.
HEIMBACH
NOVELTY WORKS

PLUMB

BOB

I know from the collections of some friends
several Heimbach plumb bobs sold with the
NOVELTY WORKS label. We think that
Novelty Works sold (marked and unmarked)
Heimbach plumb bobs after the Heimbach
production was finished (1904) from a
remaining stock with the Novelty Works
label. On maps from St. Louis, Novelty
Works is shown on two addresses at
different times. (The full Leistner /
Heimbach plumb bob story you can read on
my site on sub-page “Leistner & Heimbach”

by

Recently was sold on eBay from New
Mexico for $1254.00 a HEIMBACH
PLUMB BOB in a wooden box, produced by
NOVELTY WORKS in St. Charles. It was a
hard fight between two bidders. The third
one was bidding just $420.00. The label was
UNDER the wooden box (as usual).

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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4.

Oswald GRINER Kansas City MO

5.

“Glass plumb” bob leather protected. 
In several newsletters I wrote about items
offered as “glass plumb bobs”. Recently on
eBay was offered for $175.00 from New
Hampshire: “Vintage rare hard to find old
plumb bob hand blown with rough top
spought incased in fancy decorated leather
case. Leather has ware and scuffing down to
the glass in spots.”
Even when it looks very nice with the
decorated leather cover, IT IS NOT A
PLUMB BOB, but a glass bottle for perfume
or other expensive liquids or similar. Now it
is in a collection in NJ.

Last time we saw an O. GRINER & sons,
Kansas City, MO plumb bob in 1999. Now I
could buy one (fig.
above) that looks better
(it is not polished) from
St. Louis MO, U.S.A.
This was the 1999
picture (fig. right):
Oswald Griner was an
Italian immigrant and
founded his business in
1910 as we can read on the actual site of
GRINER and SCHMITZ where I also found
the logo of Griner’s Garage (with a plumb
bob under the “R” and surveying
instruments).
Do YOU have one in your collection or do
you know more about GRINER?

6.

SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT

REMARK

DEAR READER OF THE PLUMB BOB NEWS,
DEAR FELLOW COLLECTOR,

This is an article of the regularly published WOLF’S PLUMB BOB NEWS
that is sent on demand as PDF-file attachment by email. FREE.
You can see all former publications on the website
www.plumbbobcollectors.info on sub page “download publications”.
Remarks and contact by email: plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
Enjoy it
Wolf Ruecker
PS. This NEWSLETTER is also available in GERMAN /DEUTSCH.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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Logo of the IPBCA
INTERNATIONAL PLUMB BOB
COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION.
For us THE WORLD TURNS
AROUND THE PLUMB BOB
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